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A B S T R A C T   

Cloud platforms allow users to execute tasks directly from their web browser and are a key enabling technology 
not only for commerce but also for computational science. Research software is often developed by scientists 
with limited experience in (and time for) user interface design, which can make research software difficult to 
install and use for novices. When combined with the increasing complexity of scientific workflows (involving 
many steps and software packages), setting up a computational research environment becomes a major entry 
barrier. AiiDAlab is a web platform that enables computational scientists to package scientific workflows and 
computational environments and share them with their collaborators and peers. By leveraging the AiiDA 
workflow manager and its plugin ecosystem, developers get access to a growing range of simulation codes 
through a python API, coupled with automatic provenance tracking of simulations for full reproducibility. 
Computational workflows can be bundled together with user-friendly graphical interfaces and made available 
through the AiiDAlab app store. Being fully compatible with open-science principles, AiiDAlab provides a 
complete infrastructure for automated workflows and provenance tracking, where incorporating new capabilities 
becomes intuitive, requiring only Python knowledge.   

1. Introduction 

Computational simulations constitute an integral part of contempo-
rary science, and are often referred to as the “third pillar of science”, 
after theory and experiments [1]. So far, performing simulations has 
been considered a task for computational scientists, despite being more 
and more apparent that simulations, as a fundamental bridge between 
theory and experiment, can benefit a much larger community. To date, 
running advanced scientific software requires expert knowledge not 
only on the phenomena to be modelled, but also on how to access and 
operate compute resources, develop, compile, and install the relevant 
software, and how to optimally use high-performance computing (HPC) 
resources: from the choice of parallelisation strategy to the most 

efficient number of computational nodes. To mitigate these challenges 
and to offer a common ground for researches, we introduce AiiDAlab 
[2,3], an open-source platform that provides the means to develop, 
execute, and share computational workflows as intuitive web services. 
Exploiting modern web technologies, AiiDAlab grants the capability of 
working with advanced simulation tools to any interested researcher. 

AiiDAlab is built on top of AiiDA [4–6], an open-source Python 
infrastructure developed to help researchers automating, managing, 
persisting, sharing and reproducing workflows and associated data. 
AiiDA has enabled the community to perform high-throughput simula-
tions [7,8] and publish the full provenance information of all steps 
performed [9]. In AiiDAlab AiiDA workflows together with user-friendly 
graphical interfaces for execution and data analysis can be packaged 
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into accessible applications. The platform provides an intuitive envi-
ronment to manage, run, and publish these applications. AiiDAlab ap-
plications are primarily implemented in Python, leveraging Jupyter [10] 
and IPython widgets [11] for the user interfaces. This enables every 
computational scientist with Python knowledge to develop and publish 
applications on the AiiDAlab platform. 

The challenges in tackling scientific workflows, data sharing and 
reproducibility have been addressed by a number of initiatives launched 
in the last decade. Some of these resulted in the creation of repositories 
for storage, management, and sharing of scientific data [12–19]. Others 
focused on developing general formats to store the results computed 
with different quantum chemistry packages [20,21]. Finally, a con-
sortium of scientists, industry, funding agencies, and scholarly pub-
lishers has formulated the “FAIR” principles [22] that are supposed to 
guide the data holders in making their data reusable. 

Platforms providing a web-environment to run scientific software 
already exist. Notably within industry [23–26] (and thus closed source) 
or open access [27]. In 2018 Google released to the public Google Colab 
[28], a Jupyter based collaborative platform. 

Here we highlight how AiiDAlab, when coupled with the Materials 
Cloud [29,30] dissemination platform, can form an integrated solution 
for seamlessly creating FAIR [22] data. Automation allows greatly 
accelerating human response as a bottleneck in materials design, which 
occurs whenever the time needed to correctly setup calculations is 
comparable to the time it takes to execute them. AiiDAlab allows to 
easily enable high levels of standardisation in the way calculations are 
performed and in the way results are analyzed and processed. In a 
research laboratory where experimentalists collaborate with computa-
tional scientists, the platform enables the experimentalists to indepen-
dently access the submission of calculations and the analysis of the 
automatically processed data. 

This manuscript is divided into two main sections: a detailed 
description of the AiiDAlab architecture and the presentation of three 
different AiiDAlab applications. 

2. The AiiDAlab platform 

The main goal of the AiiDAlab platform is to provide an environment 
for users with diverse expertise to access and run computational work-
flows embedded in AiiDAlab apps. The general structure of the platform 
is shown in Fig. 1. Each user has a separate AiiDAlab account, which 

grants access to their AiiDAlab instance through a web browser. The 
AiiDAlab instances are Docker containers running on a remote cloud 
server with a Jupyter-based environment to manage AiiDAlab apps and 
an AiiDA instance that takes care of communicating with remote com-
puters, executing automatically all steps defined in the application 
workflows, and retrieving and parsing the output data. The concepts of 
the platform are described in detail in the following sections. 

2.1. AiiDAlab application 

Central to AiiDAlab is the concept of an “application” (app): a set of 
AiiDA workflows that encode simulation tasks, combined with graphical 
user interfaces (GUIs) to manage them. The apps allow users to submit 
calculations to different remote computational facilities, monitor the 
status of the calculations, analyze the data that are automatically 
retrieved, and run post-processing calculations. 

The core of a scientific AiiDAlab application is constituted by the 
AiiDA workflows, which encode the computational and scientific 
knowledge about a simulation. The development of a reliable compu-
tational workflow is a complex design problem. The scientists devel-
oping the workflow are responsible for the methodologies and related 
approximations that are selected to tackle the scientific problem under 
investigation. Additionally, an efficient workflow should be robust and 
resistant to externalities, such as temporary failures of the remote 
computing facility, network failures or shutdowns. Several such cases 
can be resolved by AiiDA itself; for instance, if a computer becomes 
unavailable, AiiDA detects it and puts the calculation on hold. However, 
some situations are specific to a given simulation code (run time error 
due to lack of convergence of an interative routine, or a problem with 
the input parameters). These cases must be handled by the corre-
sponding workflows. 

All user interactions within an AiiDAlab app are facilitated by 
Jupyter notebooks [10], which are used to submit and manage the AiiDA 
workflows, and then visualize, analyze and post-process their results. 
The interactive GUI elements, or “widgets”, are mainly built using Py-
thon and the ipywidgets module [11]. Development and maintenance of 
the Jupyter notebooks is straightforward and can be done directly in the 
Python code. To turn notebooks into user-friendly web applications, a 
Jupyter extension that we developed, named “Appmode” [38] is enabled 
by default. This extension hides away all the code from the Jupyter 
notebooks, leaving only the GUI elements visible to the user. 

Fig. 1. Diagram of the AiiDAlab archi-
tecture. Users are authorized through 
JupyterHub (which performs the 
authentication through an external 
identity provider service) and assigned 
to a specific personalized AiiDAlab 
instance – a Docker container with an 
AiiDA instance and a Jupyter-based 
environment to manage AiiDAlab 
apps. The apps contain Jupyter-based 
user interfaces and AiiDA workflows, 
which communicate with the AiiDA 
instance. New apps can be installed 
through the App store app, which is a 
user interface to the AiiDAlab applica-
tion registry. App developers can 
modify the apps through their AiiDAlab 
account or directly push their changes 
to the code repository. The AiiDAlab 
service can be hosted on a Kubernetes 
cluster, on a conventional cloud server 
(OpenStack, Amazon Web Services, 
Google Compute Cloud, Microsoft 
Azure, etc), or on a local server. Images 
and logos are reproduced in compliance 
to the corresponding licenses [31–37].   
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As an example, Fig. 2 shows screenshots of the graphical user in-
terfaces of the recently released Scanning Probe Microscopy application, 
which is designed for the characterization of molecules adsorbed on 
substrates by means of density functional theory calculations. The app 
contains two AiiDA workflows: one to simulate scanning tunnelling 
microscopy (STM) experiments, and one to investigate how the orbitals 
of a molecule hybridize with the orbitals of the substrate. The submis-
sion interfaces (Fig. 2a,c) guide the user in specifying a minimal set of 
input parameters needed to prepare and submit the workflows. 
Furthermore, the app includes interfaces to visualize and export the 
results that have been automatically post-processed, shown in Fig. 2b,d. 
This Scanning Probe Microscopy app is discussed in more detail in 
Section 3.3. 

For more technical details about AiiDAlab applications, the reader is 
referred to the “AiiDAlab application“ section of the Supplementary 
Information, with information about the structure of the applications, 
their creation, and examples of usage of Appmode. 

Importantly, a library of user-interface elements (widgets) and their 
logic to interface with the underlying AiiDA infrastructure is available as 
a base app called “AiiDAlab widgets”. This app provides out-of-the-box 
some of the high-level functionalities that are most often needed in 
AiiDAlab applications. Examples of such high-level functionalities 
include uploading data from a local computer, browsing data that are 
stored in an AiiDA database, and selecting the computational resources 
where to run the simulations (see more in the “Monitoring submitted 
calculations” section of the Supplementary Information). This base app 
is contained in the GitHub repository aiidalab-widgets-base [39]; every 
AiiDAlab user can easily import this module and start using the base 
widgets capabilities. An extended documentation containing the avail-
able widgets and examples of usage are available in a dedicated web- 
page [40]. 

2.2. AiiDAlab home app 

The AiiDAlab home app [41] is the core application of the service. It 
takes care of displaying the Home page (Fig. 3a) and and enables basic 
interactions with the AiiDAlab machine. At the top of the page, it con-
tains five buttons for quick access to handy tools: File Manager to browse 
files, Terminal to access a Linux terminal directly from the browser, Tasks 
to list all running AiiDAlab apps, App Store to install new applications 
and Help referencing to the AiiDAlab documentation. App Store is a user- 
friendly interface to the Git repositories of the available apps, which are 
listed on the AiiDAlab registry (see Section 2.3); it allows to install, 
uninstall, and update apps with just one click (Fig. 3b). When installing 
an app, the user can choose between its various versions defined by the 
author in the corresponding Git repository (Fig. 3c). 

2.3. Publishing AiiDAlab applications 

Available AiiDAlab apps are listed in a central “AiiDAlab registry” 
[42]. Once an app is added to the registry, it is automatically listed in the 
AiiDAlab App Store of every AiiDAlab user. In order for this to work, the 
app must be in a repository of the Git [43] version-control system 
accessible by AiiDAlab, like e.g. on a GitHub or GitLab server [44,45]. 
Each entry in the registry contains the minimum information about an 
app: its name, a link to its Git repository, a link to a metadata file, and a 
list of categories it falls within. Such an infrastructure provides AiiDAlab 
application developers an efficient way to share their scientific expertise 
and knowledge (encoded into the application and the workflows) with 
the rest of the community, while maintaining full ownership and control 
on the development of the apps. In addition, AiiDAlab allows to share 
simulation data with their whole provenance (i.e. the history of how 
each item has been generated, by which calculation and with which 
input) thanks to the use of AiiDA as the underlying workflow engine. 

2.4. Distribution and availability of the AiiDAlab service 

We provide two deployment solutions for AiiDAlab: a “distributed 
model” and a “centralized model”, that are described below. From the 
interface point of view, both solutions are identical. 

The distributed model follows the traditional way of sharing soft-
ware. To share an entire stack, we provide a Virtual Machine (VM) 
image for download, which users can run locally. This is the case of 
Quantum Mobile [46] – a VirtualBox [47] image that includes AiiDAlab 
pre-configured. The advantage of this approach is that users retain full 
control of their own data, and can run on their computers without the 
need of a central infrastructure or the need of creating login credentials 
in an online system. The downside is that users have to take re-
sponsibility for most of the administrative work, such as backup and 
updates. Another disadvantage of the distributed model is that there is 
no control on which VM image version a specific user will be working 
on, which requires additional work to make sure that apps remain 
portable. 

The centralized model is generally referred to as Software-as-a- 
Service (SaaS) or Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS). To date we provide the 
following centralized AiiDAlab platforms as a service [2]: one on cloud 
servers hosted at the Swiss Supercomputing Center (CSCS), and one on 
the CESNET servers in Czech Republic (with resources granted by 
EOSC–hub)2, both providing high-scalability features via Kubernetes. 
This approach can be replicated elsewhere straightforwardly. The 
centralized model lowers the entrance barrier for a user, since only login 
credentials and a web browser are required to access the cloud service, 
without the need to install custom software. At the same time, however, 
this model requires web engineers to administer and maintain the ser-
vice. In order to work in Kubernetes [48], AiiDAlab is distributed also 
within a docker container. We emphasise that the same AiiDAlab docker 
container which runs on Kubernetes can also be run locally if the user 
wants to. The necessary setup scripts are provided in the corresponding 
repository [49]. More details about the AiiDAlab docker container are 
provided in the “AiiDAlab docker stack and AiiDAlab package” section 
of the Supplementary Information. 

Last, it should be noted that companies could have strict policies on 
the physical location of their data, often requiring “in house” storage 
capabilities. For this reason, we have decided to license all core parts of 
AiiDAlab with the industry-friendly MIT open source licence [50] 
allowing for companies to deploy a custom AiiDAlab server on their 
premises for internal use. Moreover, to facilitate re-deployment and 
setting up a (new) AiiDAlab instance, we provide automated scripts to 
re-build the whole infrastructure using the Ansible tool [51]. Specif-
ically, two Ansible roles are provided: ansible-role-aiidalab [52] that 
installs the AiiDAlab environment on Linux-like operating systems, and 
ansible-role-aiidalab-server [53] that deploys a multi-user AiiDAlab 
server on Ubuntu. Additionally, to set up an automatically scaling 
platform, we provide step-by-step installation instructions [54] to 
deploy AiiDAlab on a Kubernetes [48] cluster. 

3. AiiDAlab use cases 

In order to showcase the benefits of the AiiDAlab platform, we 
describe some use cases in which it has already been used in production, 
driven by the needs of experimental research in on-surface chemistry. 
On-surface chemistry is a powerful method toward bottom-up fabrica-
tion of complex nanostructures, unattainable via traditional solution 
chemistry [55]. In this field, the nanotech@surfaces laboratory at Empa 
combines scanning probe microscopy techniques and atomistic simula-
tions to study polymerization of molecules on catalytic surfaces. In 2010 
the laboratory demonstrated a bottom-up approach [56] for the 

2 The EOSC–hub instance is connected to European Grid Infrastructure (EGI) 
check-in for authentication, giving access to a wide community of researchers. 
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synthesis of graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) and since then a number of 
GNRs with different topologies [57] have been fabricated with atomic 
precision. To understand the fabrication process and to predict the 
electronic properties of the nanomaterials, state-of-the-art computa-
tional methods have to be applied routinely with protocols that have 
been optimized over the last ten years. A bottleneck in the discovery 
process then becomes the “human factor”: the time needed to manually 
set up calculations, process them, and identify and correct human errors. 
The classes of calculations that the laboratory deals with include 
electronic-structure characterization of gas-phase GNRs, identification 
of intermediate states and activation barriers for the chemical reactions 
involving molecular precursors adsorbed on noble metal substrates, and 
on-surface scanning probe microscopy and spectroscopy. 

Our goal then has been to create AiiDAlab applications with intuitive 
user interfaces to perform automated workflows for the calculations 
mentioned above. We designed the apps in such a way so that they could 
be used also by researchers who are not familiar with the details needed 
to set up a calculation. 

3.1. Nanoribbon app 

Obtaining a specific GNR structure requires a considerable effort 
from the experimental point of view, both in terms of solution chemistry 
processes needed to fabricate the appropriate molecular precursors and 
in terms of the “on-surface synthesis” itself. Key steps before entering the 
experimental effort are the prediction of the relevant electronic prop-
erties associated to GNRs with a specific geometry and understanding 
how their topology and composition (for example insertion of hetero-
atoms) allow to tune such properties. The Nanoribbon AiiDAlab app 
[58] has been designed, in direct collaboration with experimentalists, to 
streamline these tasks. 

The app provides a user friendly interface to run the automatic 
characterization of one-dimensional nanostructures using the Quantum 
ESPRESSO distribution [59]. The calculation steps involve cell and ge-
ometry optimizations, band structure calculations, and exports of 
various electronic structure properties. Overview of the various user 
interfaces and calculation steps is shown as a flowchart in Fig. 4. 
Additional details about the Nanoribbon app can be found in the rele-
vant section of the Supplementary Information. 

Fig. 2. Snapshots of the Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM) app. (a) Interface for the submission of a workflow to compute Scanning Tunnelling Microscopy (STM) 
images. (b) Interface to analyze the results of the STM calculations. (c) Interface to submit the workflow to compute the Projected Density of States (PDOS) for a 
system composed by a molecule adsorbed on a substrate. (d) Analysis of the PDOS results. See Fig. S10 for more details. 
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3.2. On-surface chemistry app 

To deal efficiently with the computational tasks needed to interpret 
and predict the outcome of experiments related to on-surface chemistry, 
the On-Surface Chemistry AiiDAlab app [60] allows to run a variety of 
first-principles calculations at multiple levels of theory, using the CP2K 
simulation package [61]. 

The app provides workflows to run geometry optimizations and 
nudged-elastic-band (NEB) calculations [62,63] to identify reaction 
paths. Additionally, a workflow is provided to compute a physically 
feasible initial path for a NEB calculation using a chain of constrained 
geometry optimizations: starting from an optimized geometry, the user 
defines a collective variable (CV) (e.g. a bond length) and a list of values 
that the CV should fulfill in sequence. After the geometry of the current 
step reaches equilibrium, fulfilling the current constraint for the CV, a 
new optimization starts imposing the next constraint value in the list. 
This procedure allows to identify a reasonable guess for the reaction 
path when linear interpolation between an initial and a final state would 
result in a non-physical path. Several supporting tools are provided as 
Jupyter notebooks, allowing for instance to modify structural geometry, 
create metal slabs, and conveniently access and export the calculation 
results directly from the browser. An overview of the various user in-
terfaces and calculation steps is shown as a flowchart in Fig. 5. Addi-
tional details about the On-Surface Chemistry app can be found in the 
Supplementary Information. 

3.3. Scanning probe microscopy app 

Scanning probe microscopy is the main experimental tool to acquire 
structural and electronic information about molecules and nano-
structures on metal surfaces. More specifically, scanning tunnelling 
microscopy (STM) and spectroscopy (STS) allow to determine the spatial 
distributions of the electronic states and the electronic band gap of the 
system under investigation. However, to validate the correctness of the 
assignment of the electronic states, to investigate the effect of the 

substrate, and to determine the geometry of the system, experimental 
electronic signatures need to be compared with computational simula-
tions. To run these simulations, we have developed the Scanning Probe 
Microscopy app [64]. The app includes a workflow for the simulation of 
STM/STS images and a workflow to run projected density of states 
(PDOS) analysis together with orbital hybridization investigation for 
molecules adsorbed on metal slabs. An overview of the various user 
interfaces and calculation steps is shown as a flowchart in Fig. 6. 

The interfaces for submission and for analysis of the result for the two 
workflows provided in the Scanning Probe Microscopy app are shown in 
Fig. 2. In the submission interface of the STM/STS workflow (Fig. 2a), 
the user can specify the input geometry from the AiiDA database, the 
remote computer and codes, and the STM parameters. The corre-
sponding viewing interface, shown in Fig. 2b, allows to visualize a series 
of images by specifying discrete bias voltage values or a continuous 
range of energies. In the example shown, a discrete series of images are 
visualized for a porous nanographene molecule. Additionally, the 
selected visualizations can be exported as a ZIP file archive containing 
the images in PNG, IGOR Pro and raw data formats. The orbital hy-
bridization workflow submission interface contains the same geometry 
and code selection widgets as the STM/STS workflow with the addi-
tional widgets illustrated in Fig. 2c. The corresponding viewing inter-
face, shown in Fig. 2d, allows to inspect the PDOS and the orbital 
overlaps with an effective interactive plot that combines the two. 
Further details about the Scanning Probe Microscopy app are presented 
in the Supplementary Information. 

4. Conclusions and outlook 

We presented the overall concept and the implementation of Aii-
DAlab, an ecosystem for the development, sharing and deployment of 
user-friendly simulation apps that 1) provides convenient user interfaces 
to computational workflows, hiding their technical details and making 
them straightforwardly available to a broad range of researchers, and 2) 
facilitates the development of such interfaces via a Python-based 

Fig. 3. (a) Snapshot of the AiiDAlab starting page. At the top, the links to five home applications are visible. Below, additional panels are present for each of the apps 
installed via the App Store. The viewing of this list can be customized, and in this example includes (among others) the Nanoribbon app discussed in Section 3.1. (b) 
Snapshot of the App Store application. The user can select the number of apps shown per page, filter by application groups, and choose whether to show all apps or 
only the installed ones. (c) Snapshot of the App management page that provides more information about the chosen app and allows selection of a s.pecific version. 
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programming language and the availability of common interactive 
widgets. 

AiiDAlab offers the possibility to contribute and share computational 
workflows and data: the software stack is standardized using Docker 
containers, which provide every user with the same identical software 
environment. In order to minimize the entrance barrier for new users, 
the platform can run directly “in the cloud”, requiring only a web 
browser and a login to access it (servers are currently hosted at CSCS, 
Switzerland and CESNET, Czech Republic), but can also be redeployed 
on internal resources or run locally using the Quantum Mobile virtual 
machine [46]. AiiDAlab leverages the flexibility of the Python language 
and the power of Jupyter Notebooks to expose a simple programming 
interface to app developers. Additionally, in order to provide an intui-
tive user interface, a novel Jupyter extension called Appmode has been 
developed. Together with Jupyter and the use of widgets (both existing 
ones, and new ones developed by us), these tools make it possible to 
quickly create web applications in Python, taking advantage of existing 
libraries like ipywidgets [11], matplotlib [65], bqplot [66], nglview 
[67], and ase [68]. Since Python knowledge is widespread in the com-
munity, we expect that many scientists will be able to contribute new 
apps. 

We also provide examples of a full range of apps which were 
developed in collaboration with experimentalists to tackle specific 
problems in the field of carbon-based nanostructures and surface- 
supported chemical reactions, enabling to run complex simulations 
effortlessly. 

In addition to the applications presented here, that demonstrate the 
benefits and functionality of the platform, numerous more apps are 
currently under development. To facilitate this process, we provide a set 
of tools for the creation of new apps, including a “cookie cutter” recipe 
that automates the initial steps of the app creation and the AiiDAlab 
widgets which can be readily embedded into new apps (see Supple-
mentary Information). 

Last, in order to encourage not only the sharing of data, but also the 
sharing of codes, workflows and applications within the community, we 
deployed an open AiiDAlab registry. Developers can use it to register 
their apps and make them automatically available to all other users via 
the App Store. 

AiiDAlab is a modular and efficient platform granting a collaborative 
environment centered on simulations and targeted to people with 
different expertise. The platform can serve a broad range of communities 
beyond the original focus on materials science, and facilitates sharing of 
turn-key computational workflows and of the data produced by simu-
lations. AiiDAlab allows for a direct exchange of processed simulation 
results in an appropriate format, introduces an easy way to standardize 
routine calculations, reducing to a minimum bottlenecks such as human 
mistakes. We expect that computational scientists from diverse fields 
will start adopting the platform and contributing to it with workflows 
and interfaces, empowering the scientific community by making simu-
lation tools more directly and easily accessible to a broader range of 
researchers. 

Fig. 4. Conceptual flowchart of the Nanoribbon app together with three screenshots of user interfaces, shown in panels (a), (b) and (c). Oval shapes represent starting 
points and filled rectangles represent Jupyter user interfaces for the various steps of preparation (orange) and results (blue). A selection of the user interfaces can be 
seen in the figures/panels referenced in the bottom right corner of the corresponding rectangle. Arrows highlight logical precedence, where the output of a preceding 
step becomes the input to the next one, together with additional manual input, if necessary. The AiiDA Nanoribbon workflow sub-chart shows an overview of the 
calculation steps that the AiiDA daemon subsequently submits to the computational resource. Each step is stored in the AiiDA database. 
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Data Availability 

All the code of the AiiDAlab platform as well as the AiiDAlab ap-
plications discussed in the paper are open source (released under the 
MIT license) and can be downloaded from the links provided in the 
References section. 
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